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Abstract—World Wide Web is a vast, dynamic and
continuously growing collection of web documents. Due
to its huge size, it is very difficult for the users to search
for the relevant information about a particular topic of
interest. In this paper, an improved architecture of
focused crawler is proposed, which is a hybrid of various
techniques used earlier. The main goal of a focused
crawler is to fetch the web documents which are related
to a pre-defined set of topics/domains and to ignore the
irrelevant web pages. To check the relevancy of a web
page, Page Score is computed on the basis of content
similarity of the web page with reference to the topic
keywords. URLs Priority Queue is implemented by
calculating the Link Score of extracted URLs based on
URLs attributes. URLs queue is also optimized by
removing the duplicate contents. Topic Keywords Weight
Table is expanded by extracting more keywords from the
relevant pages database and recalculating the keywords
weight. The experimental result shows that our proposed
crawler has better efficiency than the earlier crawlers.
Index Terms—Focused Crawler, Topic Weight Table,
Search Engine, Page Score, Link Score, URL Queue
Optimization.

A. Web Crawler

I. INTRODUCTION
Among the world’s total population of 7.5 billion, 3.6
billion are internet users. It means approximately half of
the population of the world is on the internet. There are
over 1 billion websites on the World Wide Web (WWW)
today [1]. On average, Google processes more than
40,000 search queries per second, which means 3.5
billion search queries per day worldwide [1]. As the
information and the users on the WWW are growing at
rapid rate, so it becomes challenging for Search Engines
to meet the needs of all users to search information about
a particular topic of interest.
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Typing any query on Search Engines gives millions of
web documents as result. Most of these documents are
irrelevant to the user interest. It is very difficult for the
users to find the relevant information from this huge
result set. Also, it is very challenging for a general
purpose search engine to give the relevant documents for
every topic. Search Engine uses Web Crawler to collect
web pages from the WWW by following the hyperlinks
on these web pages. Web Crawler is the most important
component of the Search Engines, and its optimization
improves the efficiency of Search Engines [2]. Because
of the continuous growth and dynamic nature of WWW,
it is almost impossible for a web crawler to crawl the
entire web. There arises the need of a special purpose
crawler that crawls a particular area of the web and
ignores the other regions of the web. This type of special
purpose crawler is known as Focused Crawler. Focused
Crawler is a program used to find the web documents on
a specific topic from the Internet [3]. A primary issue in
designing a focused crawler is how to determine which
document is relevant and which one is irrelevant to the
desired topic. In this paper, we use “Computer Science”
domain as a sample topic for the implementation of an
improved architecture of focused crawler based on
content and link analysis.

A Web Crawler is a program that visits web pages,
reads their contents and creates entries for the index of
search engines. All the major search engines on the
WWW have such a program, which is also known as a
"spider" or "bot". Google's web crawler is known as
GoogleBot. Web crawlers fetch web pages at a time,
following the hyperlinks to other web pages until all web
pages have been read [4].
A crawling process basically contains three steps. First,
the web crawler starts by downloading a web page, then it
extracts new URLs from that web page and stores the
relevant information of the web page like Title, Meta
Keywords, Meta Description and URL into the index of
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the search engine, and finally, it visits the hyperlinks
(URLs) that are found on the web page. Fig. 1 shows the
working of a basic web crawler.
The working of a basic web crawler involves following
steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Select URL(s) from the seed URLs set.
Insert it into the URLs Queue.
Dequeue URL from the Queue.
Fetch the web page corresponding to that URL.
Extract new URLs from that web page.
Insert the newly found URLs into the Queue.
Extract and store the relevant information into the
search engine database (index).
8. Go to step 3 and repeat until the Queue is not empty
or a specified limit exceeds.

b) URLs Queue
After selecting the URLs from the given seed URLs,
crawler inserts them into an unvisited list of URLs known
as, “URLs Queue or Frontier or Processing Queue”. Then
the crawler scheduler dequeue URLs from the URLs
Queue for further processing.
c)

Parser

Once a web page corresponding to the selected URL is
downloaded from WWW, it needs to be processed to
extract relevant information from it. The main task of any
parser is to parse the downloaded web page to extract a
list of new URLs and other relevant information to be
stored in the database of the search engine [4].
C. Focused Crawling
A basic web crawler collects all web pages by
following each and every URL, whereas a focused
crawler gathers web pages that are relevant to a predefined set of topics, thus reducing the network traffic
and server overhead.

II. RELATED WORK

Fig.1. Flowchart of Basic Web Crawler

B. Basic Crawling Terminology
Following are some of the basic terminology that is
related with web crawlers:
a) Seed URLs
A crawler begins its crawling process by selecting
URL(s) from the set of Seed URLs also known as starting
URLs. The selection of relevant seed URLs is the most
important factor in any crawling process.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

In 1999, S. Chakrabarti, M. Berg, and B. Dom [3]
introduced the focused crawler. To achieve focused
crawling, they designed two programs: Classifier and
Distiller for mining of web documents. The Classifier
evaluates the relevancy of a web document with respect
to the topic specified, and Distiller is used to identify the
web documents that lead to a large number of relevant
resources.
Our work is most related to A. Pal, D. S. Tomar, and S.
C. Shrivastava [6]. They proposed focused crawling
based on content and link structure analysis. Cosine
similarity measure is used to calculate the relevance of
the web page on a particular topic. Link Score is
calculated, to assign scores to unvisited URLs extracted
from the downloaded web page using the contents of the
web page and the metadata of hyperlinks. Link Score is
also used in dealing with the irrelevant web pages.
Meenu, P. Singla and R. Batra [7] proposed a focused
crawler design where topic-specific weight table is
constructed dynamically according to the queries of the
users.
M. S. Safran, A. Althagafi, and D. Che [8] has
proposed an approach of focused crawling to improve the
relevance prediction based on URLs attributes using
Naï
ve Bayesian classifier. Firstly, the training set is built,
which contains the value of four relevance attributes:
URL word, Anchor text, Parent page, and surrounding
text. Then, the Naï
ve Bayesian classifier is trained to
predict the relevancy of unvisited URLs.
D. Hati and A. Kumar [9] proposed an approach in
which crawler first fetches those URLs which have high
link score as compared to the all other link scores. Link
score is calculated on the basis of relevancy of parent
pages and division score, which is based on the number
of topic keywords present in the division in which the
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particular link exists. If the link score is greater than the
specified threshold value, then the link is treated as a
relevant link, otherwise, the link is discarded.
J. Choudhary and D. Roy [10] proposed a priority
based semantic focused crawling. This crawler assigns
priority values to unvisited URLs according to their
semantic score. The semantic score is calculated based on
the semantic similarity score of anchor text, web page of
unvisited URL and their parent page with respect to the
focused topic ontology. URLs and their semantic scores
are stored into a priority queue. The URL with the highest
semantic score is fetched from the priority queue for
crawling.
P. Gupta, A. Sharma, J. P. Gupta, and K. Bhatia [11]
present a design of a context based distributed focused
crawler. The aim is to get the contextual meaning and
senses of the keywords in the user queries and the
contents of web pages. Seed URLs are distributed to
multiple crawlers to download the web pages
corresponding to the URLs. The contextual meanings of
the keywords present on web pages and in the user
queries are extracted from the Word Net dictionary to
create entries for the search engine index.
M. Jamali, H. Sayyadi, B. B. Hariri and H.
Abolhassani [12] uses a combination of the link structure
of web documents and content similarity of web
documents with respect to the given topic. They treated
hyperlinks and contents present in the web pages as the
authors view about other web pages and it relates them to
a particular domain.
X. Chen and X. Zhang [13] proposed a focused crawler
with content and link analysis which combines search
strategy based on web page content and link structure
analysis to improve the page relevancy.
S. Kumar and N. Chauhan [14] proposed a context
model for focused web search. In the earlier approach of
information retrieval, the user context is ignored. S.
Kumar and N. Chauhan proposed a framework that
incorporates various context features that lead to highly
relevant search results.

We have proposed an improved architecture of
focused crawler, which is hybrid of various techniques
used earlier in related work. For better efficiency, we
have proposed following enhancements in focused
crawler architecture:



Optimization of URLs queue is done by removing
the duplicate URLs and the URLs which lead to
the duplicate contents.
Topic Keywords Weight Table is expanded by
adding more keywords extracted from the relevant
pages database and recalculating the keywords
weight.
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URLs Priority Queue is implemented firstly by,
assigning the priorities to the Seed URLs and then
by calculating the Link Score of extracted URLs
based on URLs attributes. Priority values are
assigned to the URL’s, and then the URLs are
merged into URLs priority queue according to its
priority.

We used “Computer Science” domain as a sample
topic for the implementation of proposed focused crawler.
For Constructing Topic Keyword Weight Table,
“CsePedia, An Encyclopedia of Computer and Internet”
[15] is used. Focused Crawler is implemented using PHP
and DOM (Document Object Model). Fig. 2 shows the
working of proposed focused crawler.
Following are the various techniques and algorithms
used in the implementation of the proposed focused
crawler:
A. URLs Queue Optimization
In WWW, a single web page may have different
sources. So, when we crawl web pages, it is possible that
a URL may occur in many web pages. Due to this reason,
the URL may be extracted a number of times and placed
in the URLs queue. Also, there can be a case where
multiple web pages may have the same copy of the
contents. So, we need to optimize the URLs Queue by
removing the duplicate contents. We have used hashing
technique, which is very helpful for removing duplicate
contents. To remove duplicate contents, we have
compared the signatures generated by the MD5 hashing
algorithm with the earlier signatures stored in the
database. Following steps are used for URLs Queue
Optimization:
a) Removing Duplicate URL
To remove duplicate URL, we have compared the URL
signature of every URL from URLs queue with earlier
URLs signatures stored in the database, so that not to
crawl same pages again. If URL signature exists in the
database, that URL will be discarded.
b) Removing Duplicate Content

III. PROPOSED WORK
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To remove URL having duplicate content, we will
compare the content signature of a web page with content
signatures earlier stored in the database. If body content
signature of the page already exists in the database, that
URL will be discarded. Otherwise, that URL will be
stored in the new queue, which is optimized one from the
earlier queue. In this way with content signature
generation, similar or duplicate pages which are
syntactically different will be discarded from re-crawling.
This works perfectly in reducing processing of duplicate
pages.
The above process of URLs Queue Optimization will
reduce the number of crawling steps and minimize the
operation time, leading to a better efficiency of a focused
crawler.
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Fig.2. Proposed Architecture of Focused Crawler

B. Algorithm for Seed URLs Selection

Table 1. Priority for URLs [16]

Step1: Topic Specific Queries are sent to the Top Three
Search Engines: Google, Bing, and Yahoo
Step2: Top N-URLs are fetched from the results of each
Search Engine.
Step3: Priorities are assigned to the fetched URLs (refer
Table 1).
Step4: URLs are merged into a set according to its
priority.

Fig.3. Seed URLs Generator

Copyright © 2017 MECS

Priority
1 (High)
2 (Medium)
3 (Low)

Description
URLs that appear in the result set of all Search
Engines
URLs that appear in the result set of two Search
Engines
URLs that appear in the result set of only one
Search Engine

C. Algorithm for Topic Keywords Weight Table
Construction
For Constructing a Topic Specific Weight Table, We
crawled over 50 web pages from CsePedia, which
contains the information about different areas of
Computer Science domain. From these web pages over
300 most relevant keywords are extracted and stored in
the topic keywords weight table along with their weights.
Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of Topic Keywords Weight
Table Construction.
Following algorithm is used to extract the keywords
from web pages of CsePedia and to calculate their
weights.
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a) Extract Keywords from Web pages
Step1: Download the web page from the server.
Step2: Remove HTML Tags, Scripts, Styles, and Decode
HTML entities.
Step3: Remove Punctuation Character like full stops,
commas, dashes, quotes, brackets and other
symbols.
Step4: Convert Text to Lower case and Split Text into
Tokens (Words List).
Step5: Stem the Words; it reduces words like "Compute",
"Computed", and "Computing" to just "Compute".
Step6: Remove Stop Words; It removes English words
like "the", "and", "a", "by", and other common
words.
b) Calculate the Weights for Keywords
To calculate the weights of keywords, we have used
TF-IDF method. It calculates importance of a word to a
document in the collection of documents.
Step1: Normalized Term Frequency (TF) is calculated for
each word.

TF(t) =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑎 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

(1)
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Step2: Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is calculated
for each word.
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

ID𝐹(𝑡) = 𝑙𝑜 𝑔 (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑡) (2)
Step3: Keyword Weight is computed as
w = TF(t) * IDF(t)

(3)

Where w is the weight of term t.
Step4: Terms are sorted in descending order according to
its weight.
Step5: Terms with the high weight are extracted as Topic
Keywords.
Step6: Terms weights are normalized as

W

=

𝑊𝑖
𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥

(4)

Where W is the normalized weight, Wi is the weight of
the ith term and Wmax is the weight of a keyword with the
highest weight.

Fig.4. Flowchart of Topic Keywords Weight Table Construction

c) An Example of TF-IDF Calculation:

d) Expansion of Topic Keywords Weight Table

Suppose a document contains 100 words wherein the
word computer appears 14 times. TF for the word
computer is then (14 / 100) = 0.14. Now, assume we have
1000 documents and the word computer appears in 100 of
these. IDF is calculated as log (1000 / 100) = 2. So, the
TF-IDF weight for the word computer is the product of
these quantities 0.14 * 2 = 0.28.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Topic Keywords Weight Table is expanded by
extracting more keywords from the relevant pages
database and recalculating the keywords weight. This
dynamic computation of Topic Keywords Weight Table
leads to a better efficiency of a focused crawler.
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E. Dealing with Irrelevant Pages
Table 2. Sample of Topic Keywords Weight Table
S.No.

Keyword

During focused crawling process, a special case may
occur regarding the processing of irrelevant pages. An
irrelevant page may lead to a relevant page. To handle
this situation, we have also extracted URLs from the
irrelevant pages and their Link Score is calculated. A Link
Score is greater than or equal to the threshold is
considered as relevant URLs and merged into the URLs
Priority Queue for further processing. URLs whose Link
Score is less than the threshold is considered as irrelevant
URLs and discarded. Discarding of irrelevant URLs,
avoided the downloading of off-topic pages, thereby
leading to a better efficiency of a focused crawler.

Keyword Weight

1.

Int

1

2.

Code

0.92

3.

Algorithm

0.87

4.

Program

0.81

5.

Database

0.78

6.

Internet

0.76

7.

HTML

0.69

8.

Computer

0.61

9.

Hardware

0.58

10.

Software

0.53

F. Convert Relative URLs to Absolute URLs

D. Finding Relevant Documents
a) Page Score
The Page Score is calculated using the cosine
similarity measure (5) to find the relevancy of a web page
on a specific topic. We have calculated the weights of
keywords present in the web pages matching to the
keywords in the Topic Keywords Weight Table. For this,
the TF-IDF method is used, that we have already used in
constructing the Topic Keywords Weight Table [6].
Page Score (t, p) =

∑ 𝑘 𝜀 ( 𝑡 ∩ 𝑝 ) 𝑤𝑘𝑡 𝑤𝑘𝑝
√∑ 𝑘 𝜀 𝑡 (𝑤𝑘𝑡)2 ∑ 𝑘 𝜀 𝑡 (𝑤𝑘𝑝)2

(5)

Where t is the Topic Keywords Weight Table, p is the
web page under crawling, wkt is the weight of keyword k
in the weight table and wkp is the weight of keyword k in
the web page. If the Page Score of a web page is greater
than or equal to the threshold specified, then this web
page is added to the Relevant Pages Database.

Relative URLs are the incomplete URLs present in the
web pages, with some missing portion like Protocol
Name, Host Name or the directory path. Relative URLs
need to be converted into the Absolute URLs with the
help of Base URL under crawling [17]. Suppose, a web
page http://csepedia.com/terms/data.html
is under
crawling, Following Table shows some examples of
Relative URLs present on this web page and the
corresponding Absolute URL after conversion.
Table 3. Types of Relative URLs
Description
URL begins with /

URL begins with //

URL begins with ./

b) Link Score
The Link Score (6) is the weight assigned to the
unvisited URLs, which are extracted from the web pages.
Link Score is calculated on the basis of metadata of URLs
as well as the contents of the web page under crawling [6].
Link Score (u) = α + β + γ + ω

URL begins with #

(6)

Where Link Score (u) is the sum of the different Scores
for a URL is calculated based on the different attributes
of a URL. α is URL Words Score which is the relevancy
between topic keywords and the words extracted from the
URL. β is Anchor Score which is the relevancy between
topic keywords and the words extracted from the anchor
text of URL. γ is Parent Score which is the Page Score of
a web page from which URL was extracted. ω is
Surrounding Text Score which is the relevancy between
topic keywords and text surrounding the URL. The URLs
whose Link Score is greater than or equal to the threshold
is considered as relevant URLs. Relevant URLs and their
score are stored in relevant URLs Set. After that, the
relevant URLs are sorted by their Link Score and
Relevant URLs Set is merged into the URLs Priority
Queue.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

URL begins with ../

Examples
Relative URL:
/page.html
Absolute URL:
http://www.csepedia.com/page.html
Relative URL:
//www.csepedia.com
Absolute URL:
http://www.csepedia.com/
Relative URL:
./page.html
Absolute URL:
http://www.csepedia.com/terms/page.html
Relative URL:
../page.html
Absolute URL:
http://www.csepedia.com/page.html
Relative URL:
#section1
Absolute URL:
http://www.csepedia.com/terms/data.html#
section1

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented our proposed focused crawler,
an earlier focused crawler (without the capabilities of
Priority URLs Queue, Optimization of URLs Queue and
Expansion of Topic Keywords Weight Table) and a BFS
Crawler (that simply downloads every page) for the
comparison purpose. All three crawlers are implemented
using PHP and DOM (Document Object Model). Target
domain is “Computer Science”. Crawlers start with the 10
Seed URLs collected from top three Search Engines
(Google, Yahoo, and Bing) and crawled about 2000 web
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pages. To evaluate the performance of these crawlers, the
precision metric (7) is used. Table 4, shows the precision
rate after crawling 2000 web pages.
=

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠

(7)

# 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠

Table 4. Precision Rate of different Crawlers
No. of
Crawled
Pages
100
500
1000
2000

BFS Crawler

0.5
0.35
0.26
0.2

Earlier
Focused
Crawler
0.75
0.67
0.64
0.65

Computer Science

1

BFS
Crawler

0.8
Precision Rate

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

0.6
Earlier
Focused
Crawler

0.4

Proposed
Focused
Crawler
0.86
0.81
0.78
0.77

39

0.2

Purposed
Focused
Crawler

0
100

500

1000

2000

Number of Crawled Pages
Fig.7. Comparison of Precision Rate of All Crawlers

The Precision Rate of different crawlers shows that our
proposed crawler has increased the precision rate as
compared to the Earlier Focused Crawler and BFS
Crawler. Our proposed crawler gives 0.77 precision rate
after crawling 2000 web pages. Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
show the comparison of our Proposed Focused Crawler
with the Earlier Focused Crawler and BFS (Breadth-First
Search) Crawler for the “Computer Science” domain.
Computer Science

1
0.8
Precision Rate

BFS
Crawler

0.6
0.4

Purposed
Focused
Crawler

0.2

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented an improved architecture of
focused crawling approach that has the capabilities like
Priority URLs Queue, Optimization of URLs Queue and
Expansion of Topic Keywords Weight Table.
Experimental results show that our proposed focused
crawler has better performance than the earlier focused
crawler and BFS crawler. The above-said capabilities
have optimized the crawling process and minimized the
operation time, leading to a better efficiency of a focused
crawler.
In our future work, we plan to apply classification and
clustering techniques to categorize the retrieved relevant
pages into subtopics. It will help search engine users to
easily navigate the web pages of their interest.
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